RNA polymerase II transcription: Structure and mechanism
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Abstract

A minimal RNA polymerase II [pol II] transcription system comprises the polymerase and five general transcription factors (GTFs) TFIIB, -D, -E, -F, and -H. The addition of Mediator enables a response to regulatory factors. The GTFs are required for promoter recognition and the initiation of transcription. Following initiation, pol II alone is capable of RNA transcript elongation and of proofreading. Structural studies reviewed here reveal roles of GTFs in the initiation process and shed light on the transcription elongation mechanism. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: RNA Polymerase II Transcript Elongation.

1. Introduction

Structural studies began with pol II itself, an assembly of a dozen polypeptides, with a mass in excess of 500 kD. Two-dimensional crystallography showed the way to growing large single crystals of the enzyme lacking two subunits, Rpb4 and Rpb7, suitable for X-ray analysis [1,2]. An initial 5 Å phase set was obtained with the use of a large heavy atom cluster [3], leading to structures at 2.8 Å resolution of the enzyme alone [4] and at 3.3 Å of an actively transcribing complex [5]. Structures were subsequently obtained of the complete 12-subunit enzyme as well [6,7].

2. Initiation of transcription

The initiation of pol II transcription is of particular interest because of the regulation of the process. Transcriptional activators and repressors exert their effects at this early stage in gene expression to influence cellular physiology and development. It has long been known that pol II assembles with the GTFs to form a giant preinitiation complex (PIC), larger than a ribosome, prior to every round of transcription. The PIC undergoes a series of transformations as the nascent RNA grows to a length of about 25 residues, whereupon a stable elongation complex forms and transcription of the gene ensues. A key transformation of the PIC is from a "closed" promoter complex, in which some 15 base pairs (bp) of the promoter DNA are unwound to form a so-called "transcription bubble." Subsequent events include transcription start site (TSS) selection, de novo RNA synthesis (formation of the first phosphodiester bond), abortive initiation, and promoter escape.

Crystal structures of pol II–TFIIB complexes have been informative about the initiation mechanism. The structures have revealed an N-terminal zinc-ribbon domain contacting the pol II surface, and either a loop termed the "B finger" [8] or a C-terminal "core" domain [9,10], but not both the B finger and core at the same time. There are evidently two conformations of the pol II–TFIIB complex, whose interconversion is proposed to underlie the transcription mechanism. The B-finger projects into the pol II active center cleft, whereas the core domain is bound on the surface. The B-finger is evidently flexible, not even revealed by some refinement programs [10]. A portion of the B-finger, which may form a short α-helix, has been termed the "B-reader," referring to interaction with the template DNA [10], but in all likelihood the entire B-finger is involved in TSS recognition and the initiation process. In addition to the B-finger and core domains, the crystal structures have revealed a linker loop winding from the pol II active center cleft to the surface (Fig. 1). Despite limited sequence homology, comparison of crystal structures of pol II–TFIIB and bacterial RNA polymerase–α factor complexes has disclosed a remarkable similarity of domain structure and topography [9–12] (Fig. 2). The crystal structure of a complex of the TFIIB core domain, TATA-box binding protein (TBP) core domain, and a TATA-box DNA fragment was previously determined [13,14]. This structure could be docked to that of the pol II–TFIIB complex by superposition of TFIIB core domains. Extension of the TATA-box DNA with straight B-form DNA led to a model of a "minimal" closed promoter complex [9,10] (Fig. 3). Such a minimal complex is relevant to transcription, inasmuch
TATA box, in the direction of the TSS, lies directly above the pol II active binding surface [23,24], has been located by cross-linking studies on the closed promoter DNA. TFIIE, harboring a double-stranded DNA binding [25,31,32]. TFIIH has been suggested to bind promoter DNA more in the basis of cryo-EM [30], cross-linking, and hydroxyl radical cleavage mapping [20,21].

In the minimal closed promoter model, the DNA downstream of the TATA box (BREu and BREd) serve, at least in part, as determinants for the directionality of transcription [13,34–37]. The divergent TFIIB from the parasite Trypanosoma brucei lacks an extensive basic surface for promoter binding, and it is also devoid of the structural and sequence features for interaction with BREn, which may account for the observed bidirectional transcription [38–41]. Widespread divergent transcription has recently been reported for active promoters in other species including mammals and yeast [42,43]. Neither the physiologic role nor the mechanism of this divergent transcription has been determined.

TFIIB recognition elements upstream and downstream of the TATA box (BREu and BREd) serve, at least in part, as determinants for the directionality of transcription [13,34–37]. The divergent TFIIB from the parasite Trypanosoma brucei lacks an extensive basic surface for promoter binding, and it is also devoid of the structural and sequence features for interaction with BREn, which may account for the observed bidirectional transcription [38–41]. Widespread divergent transcription has recently been reported for active promoters in other species including mammals and yeast [42,43]. Neither the physiologic role nor the mechanism of this divergent transcription has been determined.

The transition from a closed to an “open” promoter complex entails melting of the double helix and descent of the template strand some 30 Å from its initial position above the active center cleft to the base of the cleft [5]. Pol II is unique among RNA polymerases (pol I, pol III, archaean RNAP and bacterial RNAP) in its requirement for ATP-dependent helicase activity for promoter melting. Although σ54-directed transcription by bacterial RNAP also requires ATP-hydrolysis, an AAA+ activator rather than a helicase is involved. The activator is thought to induce domain rearrangements of σ54, rather than to catalyze the melting of the promoter DNA. Domain rearrangements are necessary because σ54 blocks the path of the template strand to the active center [44].

The crystal structure of the pol II–TFIIB complex suggests a role for TFIIB in defining the path of the template DNA strand from atop the active center cleft to the base of the cleft. The TFIIB linker and core, as well as elements of pol II (clamp and loops), form a “tunnel,” completely enclosing the proposed path of the template strand [9,10]. This tunnel converges with the downstream duplex DNA channel and the ribonucleotide entry tunnel around the catalytic site [9,10] (Fig. 4). The first residues of the template strand liberated by promoter melting may be captured at the top of the TFIIB tunnel, followed by additional residues as the melting proceeds. Consistent with the proposed role of the TFIIB tunnel, a number of conserved lysine and arginine residues from pol II and TFIIB are located along the tunnel, apparently to facilitate DNA binding. Inasmuch as the tunnel is completely surrounded by TFIIB and pol II, movement of the TFIIB linker or core, as well as the pol II loops or clamp [4], may be required for entry of the DNA.

In bacteria, a set of conserved aromatic residues in the σ54–3 region participates in promoter opening, through binding the non-template single strand around the promoter –10 element, the upstream edge of the transcription bubble [45,46]. In the absence of corresponding
residues in TFIIB, other transcription factors including TFIIE and TFIIF may assist promoter melting through binding the non-template single strand [23,24,27–29]. In hyperthermophilic archaea, TFB and TBP are sufficient for promoter opening at elevated temperature [47], and the same set of proteins from Methanococcus thermodilithotrophicus supports promoter opening on a linearized template DNA at 25 °C [48]. It may be relevant that the TFB linker helix (BH0) of Methanococcus, which is in close proximity to the promoter at the upstream edge of the transcription bubble, contains tryptophan, tyrosine and several basic residues, reminiscent of the bacterial σ3, region, and conserved in archaea but not in eukaryotes [45] (Fig. 1). Moreover, mutagenesis of Pyrococcus furiosus polymerase and TFB has indicated that the TFB linker and its binding surface on the “clamp coiled coil” are required for promoter melting [10]. The clamp coiled coil is a conserved structural feature of bacterial RNAP, archaeal RNAP, and pol II, which provides a major interaction site for bacterial σ70 and the TFIIB linker [49].

The distance between the TATA box and TSS is almost always about 30 bp for TATA box-containing genes [50]. Consistent with this, the structural model of the minimal open promoter complex constructed from the pol II–TFIIB crystal structure defines a template strand path of approximately 30 residues from the TATA box to the catalytic site [9,10]. The notable exception is Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in which the distance from the TATA box to the TSS is 40–120 bp [51]. It has been suggested that promoter melting starts at the same location in S. cerevisiae as in other eukaryotes, about 12 bp downstream of the TATA box, but pol II transcription then scans downstream for the TSS [52]. Alterations in TFIIB, TFIIF, and pol II subunits Rpb1, 2, and 9 change the location of the TSS in S. cerevisiae [53–55]. The pol II–TFIIB pair appears to play a critical role [56], and may recognize an initiator element responsible for TSS selection [50,57,58] and subsequent RNA synthesis. In contrast, the mechanism of the TSS selection for TATA box-less genes is less well understood, although other promoter elements and transcription factors as well as nucleosome positioning may play a role in such a process [50,59].

Genetic studies have implicated highly conserved regions of the B-finger in TSS selection [53,60] (Fig. 1). Structural studies have indicated a close proximity of the B-finger to the initiator in the pol II active center [8–10]. A region of the B-finger and of the structurally and functionally related σ3–σ4 linker is required for the efficient synthesis of the first phosphodiester bond, possibly through binding the initiating nucleotide [61,62] (Fig. 1). Indeed, a cross-link can be formed between the α3–α4 linker and the initiating nucleotide [62,63]. Alterations of the B-finger and σ3–σ4 linker have been shown to influence the distribution of abortive transcripts, raising the possibility of interaction of these regions with the nascent transcript as well [11,64]. The stimulation of both transcription and abortive initiation by the B-finger has been recapitulated in the archaeon Methanocaldococcus jannaschii [65,66].

The two crystal structures of pol II–TFIIB complexes showing alternative conformations of TFIIB, one with a core domain but no B-finger and the other with the reverse [8–10], suggest a pathway for promoter escape [9]. The conformation may switch from that with the core domain to that with the B-finger upon growth of the transcript to about 5 residues, at which point a persistent B-finger–transcript interaction occurs. The core domain is released in this transition, and further growth of the transcript is expected to dislodge the B-finger as well [9]. As TFIIB leaves the complex, TBP and promoter DNA will also dissociate, completing the process of promoter escape.

Biochemical studies have revealed a further correlate of TFIIB release. During the initiation of transcription, the upstream edge of the transcription bubble is fixed (probably by TBP and TFIIB binding) while the downstream edge moves forward, resulting in expansion of
the bubble. When the nascent transcript grows beyond a critical length (about 7 residues for human pol II) the upstream region of the transcription bubble abruptly reanneals (“bubble collapse”) [64,67]. The passage of the upstream region of the template strand through the TFIIB tunnel provides a straightforward explanation for this otherwise mysterious event. Beyond a transcript length of about 7 residues, TFIIB is released and the tunnel is lost, exposing a region of the template strand, which is then free to reanneal [9].

3. Transcription elongation

The transition from initiation to a stable elongating complex occurs when the transcript reaches a length of about 25 residues. At this point, the RNA is capped, and beyond this point most, if not all, of the GTFs are released. The elongating enzyme is believed to oscillate by simple diffusion between three states (Fig. 5): a “pre-translocation” state, in which a nucleotide has been added to the growing RNA chain, with no other change in structure; a “post-translocation” state, in which the polymerase has moved forward (in the direction of transcription) one nucleotide step along the DNA template, making the active center available for entry of the next NTP; and a “backtracked” state, in which the polymerase has moved backward, extruding the nucleotide just added to the transcript from the active center. Forward movement of the transcribing polymerase is driven by NTP binding, which captures the complex in the post-translocation state [68].

The structures of transcribing complexes in all three states have been determined. Whereas pre-translocation complexes were formed by initiation on a “tailed template” (which does not require GTFs; [5]), post-translocation and backtracked complexes were formed by simple binding of pol II to nucleic acid “scaffolds,” containing a DNA oligonucleotide hybridized with a complementary RNA oligonucleotide, whose affinity for pol II was previously demonstrated [69]. Structures of post-translocation complexes with NTPs in the active center have given insight into the fidelity of RNA synthesis, the accuracy of readout of the genetic code, the essence of transcription. The first structure of a transcribing complex [5] was paradoxical in this regard, as it showed only hydrogen bonding between NTP in the active center and the coding base in the DNA strand. There was no evidence of interaction of NTP with the polymerase. The energy of hydrogen bonding is orders of magnitude too small to account for the fidelity of transcription. The paradox was resolved by screening of hundreds of crystals, leading to higher resolution and improved data quality [70]. A protein feature termed the trigger loop was observed in contact with NTP in the active center (Fig. 6). In many structures of complexes in the absence of NTP, the trigger loop was seen some 30 Å away from the active center (“open” conformation). Only in the presence of NTP matched with the coding base in the DNA template was the trigger loop in proximity to the active center (“closed” conformation). The trigger loop is evidently a mobile element that swings beneath an NTP in the active center. His 1085 of the trigger loop is then in position to serve as a proton donor in catalysis.

Fig. 6. The trigger loop and its interaction with substrate NTP. (A) Structure of the active center region of transcribing complexes with (trigger loop shown in purple) or without (trigger loops shown in red, blue, or yellow) nucleoside triphosphate (orange). RNA is red, DNA is cyan, and magnesium ions are depicted as purple spheres. (B) Expanded view of structure in (A) with NTP bound and with trigger loop in purple. Interactions of trigger loop with NTP are indicated by dashed yellow lines. In addition to the trigger loop, other interacting residues of pol II are shown in yellow and purple. Arrows indicate the flow of electrons during nucleophilic attack of the 3′-OH of the RNA chain terminus upon the α-phosphate of the NTP, for phosphodiester bond formation, phosphoanhydride bond breakage, and pyrophosphate release.

Fig. 5. The multiple states of pol II transcribing complexes. DNA and RNA strands are in cyan and red, with the coding base in the DNA highlighted in blue and the matched base in the RNA strand in purple. The polymerase is symbolized by a gray rectangle and the bridge helix of the polymerase by a green disk. The solid magenta circle represents the catalytic magnesium ion.
donor to the β-phosphate during phosphoanhydride bond breakage and phosphodiester bond formation. In this way, selection of the correct NTP is coupled to catalysis.

The underlying principle of NTP selection by trigger loop interaction is not base recognition but rather helical geometry. The trigger loop does contact the base of the NTP, but this is for the purpose of alignment with respect to the catalytic histidine. If a correct RNA–DNA hybrid base pair is formed, then alignment is precise, leading to catalysis. Discrimination between a ribo and a deoxyribo NTP is a case in point. Interaction with a single hydroxyl group cannot provide the many orders of magnitude of specificity observed, but the smaller diameter of a DNA–DNA than an RNA–DNA base pair, about 2 Å less, will result in a profound misalignment with respect to the trigger loop histidine, and therefore a lack of stimulation by the trigger loop of catalysis.

The trigger loop is a conserved feature of all multisubunit DNA-directed RNA polymerases, either observed in structures, such as that of the T. thermophilus RNAP [71], or indicated by sequence analysis, as for E. coli and archaeal (M. jannaschii) RNAPs [72,73]. The importance of the trigger loop is shown by deletion, resulting in a reduction in transcription rate [71,73–75], by 60,000-fold in the case of T. aquaticus RNAP [75]. Deletion of the trigger loop also impairs discrimination between ribo and deoxyribo NTPs [75]. The importance of the trigger loop is further shown by the toxin alpha-amanitin, which binds beneath the trigger loop of pol II [76,77], limiting its mobility and preventing it from adopting the closed conformation required for NTP recognition and catalysis. Similarly, the antibiotic streptolydigin has been proposed to act by limiting motion of the trigger loop, and transcription in the presence of streptolydigin resembles that of a trigger loop deletion mutant of RNAP [74].

Point mutations in the trigger loop have given additional insight into its role in transcription. Mutations that likely affect the balance between open (inactive) and closed (active) conformations of the trigger loop have been shown to affect the transcription rate. “Superactive” forms of RNA polymerases can be generated by mutations in the trigger loop thought to favor the closed conformation [72,78].

Mutations of His 1085 support its proposed role as a proton donor. H1085A and F mutants are lethal in S. cerevisiae [76], whereas H1085Y, Q, and S mutants are viable but with maximal elongation rates approximately 10-fold less than wild type [76,78]. The H1085Y mutant shows a 5–8 fold reduction in selectivity for ribo over deoxyribo NTPs [76], and the corresponding mutation in E. coli RNAP shows a similar reduction in selectivity [73]. The H1085A mutant is viable in the presence of additional trigger loop mutations that confer “superactivity,” showing that a proton donor, such as His 1085, is not absolutely required for transcription. A general acid will increase the reaction rate, dependent on the pKa of the proton donor. For example, in the case of poliovirus RNA-directed RNA polymerase, mutation of the putative proton donor Lys 359 to His with its lower pKa reduces the reaction rate by a factor of ten [79]. Measurements on pol II mutants suggest that S. cerevisiae His 1085 contributes a factor of 5–10 to the rate of transcription. The additional enhancement of the transcription rate attributed to the trigger loop is likely due to the stabilization of the NTP in a conformation suitable for efficient bond formation [80].

The error rate in transcription with the wild type trigger loop is on the order of $10^{-6}$, of which about $10^{-3}$ may be accounted for by the fidelity of RNA synthesis. The remaining two orders of magnitude are gained by proofreading, in a three-step process. First, the polymerase backtracks to extrude the misincorporated nucleotide. Then, in a reaction assisted by TFIIS, the transcript is cleaved in the active center, releasing a dinucleotide containing the misincorporated residue (Fig. 5). Finally, fresh NTP enters the active center and synthesis resumes, with a chance of only one in $10^8$ of repeating the original error.

It may be asked why is backtracking favored over forward translocation in case of misincorporation, and why does it stop at one residue, rather than proceeding further with the extrusion of additional residues? The fit of the RNA–DNA hybrid helix to pol II, shown by the many crystal structures, explains the high affinity of the nucleic acid–protein interaction, and implies that a distortion of the helix due to nucleotide misincorporation will reduce the affinity, shifting the equilibrium of the transcribing enzyme away from the pre- and post-translocated states and in the direction of the backtracked state. The crystal structure of the backtracked state [81] explains why backtracking tends to occur by a single residue. The structure shows a binding site for the first but not for additional backtracked residues. The effect is to trap the one-residue-backtracked complex long enough for excision of the dinucleotide to occur. In the absence of cleavage, there may be further backtracking, as has been shown by both biochemical and structural analyses [82,83].

Although translocation is diffusional in nature, it may be viewed as sliding rather than dissociation and rebinding. The basis may reside, in part, in the interaction of the coding base in the DNA with the “bridge helix,” which crosses the central cleft between the Rpb1 and Rpb2 subunits (Fig. 7). Although the sequence is largely conserved between pol II and bacterial RNAP, the helix in pol II structures is straight, whereas that in RNAP structures is bent. In consequence of such a bend, a threonine side chain that contacts the coding base in a pol II transcribing complex is shifted 3.4 Å, or one base pair step, in the direction of translocation in RNAP. This led to the idea that the bridge helix serves as a molecular ratchet, bending to maintain contact with the coding base during forward translocation, and then snapping back to engage with the next base for another round of the process. In this way, pol II may release the DNA and RNA for translocation while preserving the register for transcription. Some support for the idea has come from biochemical and genetic studies of RNAP. For example, the 3′-end of the RNA can be cross-linked to residues of both bridge helix and trigger loop, which may be explained by two
alternative conformations of the bridge helix, one bent and one straight [84]. Mutational and biochemical analyses of the transcribing complex further suggested a “two-pawl” Brownian ratchet mechanism, in which bridge helix bending is coupled to NTP binding to promote forward translocation [85].

In the course of translocation, and to complete a round of nucleotide addition, pol II must disrupt an RNA–DNA base pair at the upstream end of the hybrid helix, for release of the transcript into solution. The first structure of a transcribing complex in the post-translocation state [86] revealed how this strand separation is achieved (Fig. 8). The first six RNA–DNA hybrid base pairs from the active center show normal planar geometry with a separation appropriate for hydrogen bonding between the bases. Starting at the seventh base pair and beyond, the bases are non-coplanar and increasingly splayed apart. Three protein loops are involved: “rudder” contacts the DNA and “lid” contacts the RNA, maintaining the separation of strands; a phenylalanine side chain of the lid serves as a wedge between the strands; lysine residues of the “fork loop” contact the sugar phosphate backbones of the DNA and RNA to stabilize the sixth base pair and prevent unwinding of the hybrid helix from extending back to the active center. These findings were subsequently confirmed by a complete transcribing complex structure [87].

4. Next steps

Studies summarized here represent first steps towards unraveling the mysteries of transcription. The inferences regarding the role of TFIIB in initiation, the function of the trigger loop in fidelity, the basis for translocation, and the mechanism of transcript release, are based on crystal structures, but are nevertheless hypothetical. There is even less information regarding the roles of the additional GTFs in initiation, the transition from initiation to RNA chain elongation, regulation by Mediator and by elongation factors, and so forth. These issues are intertwined, inasmuch as all GTFs are required for initiation, the initiation process involves RNA chain elongation, and regulation occurs at multiple stages of both initiation and elongation processes. A definitive solution of the transcription problem will only come with the isolation of a complete PIC and its transformation to a transcribing complex in a controlled fashion. Then biochemical and physical studies may fully elucidate the mechanism and regulation of transcription.
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